
Title Brief Description Code Reference
Code Cleanup For clarification, rewrite the exemption in 407.03(1)(t) that allows combinations of exempt 

sources
NR 407.03(1)

Administrative Revision 
OP Procedures

Clean up the language on incorporating conditions approved in a construction permit as an 
administrative revision

NR 407.11

Minor Revision OP 
Procedures

Improve the usability of the minor permit revision language.
Specifically, clean up the language on incorporating conditions approved in a construction permit 
or exemption as a minor revision of an operation permit.

NR 407.12

Definition of Cause or 
Exacerbate

Define "cause or exacerbate" NR 400, 406, 407

EPA Copies Remove requirement to send administrator copy of revised operation permits NR 407.11(c )
Practical Enforceability Update s. NR 407.02(9) to reflect updated federal language replacing "federally" with practically" NR 407.02(9)
Commence Construction 
Definition

Investigate ways to revise to address EPA concerns so that rule is approvable by EPA into 
Wisconsin's SIP

NR 406.03 (1e) and 
(Note) 

Insignificant Emissions 
Units

Create provisions for insignificant units and insignificant emissions for construction permits 
(similar to op permits)

Add to NR 406

Replacements Examine creation of an exemption for like-kind equipment replacements from NR 406 Add to NR 406.04
Administrative Revision 
Construction permits

Examine creation of provisions to allow administrative revisions for construction permits, and 
clarifying revisions for construction permits, in general

Add to NR 406.11

Clarifications Clarify partial replacement exclusion NR 406.04(6)
Clarifications Clarify exclusions from modification NR 406.04(4)
Clarifications Scope statement for the rule requires us to examine and clarify if necessary the definition of 

reconstruction s. NR 400.02(130)
NR 400.02(130)

Clarifications Scope statement for the rule requires us to examine and clarify if necessary the definition of 
shutdown s. NR 400.02(144)

NR 400.02(144)

Parametric monitoring 
range changes

Explore using an administrative revision process for parametric monitoring range changes NR 407.11

Exempt combustion of 
pharmaceuticals and 
confiscated drugs

Explore inclusion of an exemption for law enforcement incinerating confiscated drugs.  Consider 
adding collected pharmaceuticals as well such as from clean sweep programs.  Stakeholders 
previously requested to address safe ways for law inforcement to dispose of confiscated drugs.  

406.04(1) and 407.03(1)

Clean fuels Explore exemption to allow for alternative (cleaner fuels) to be exempt from NR 406 NR 406.04
Code Cleanup Update 407.15(5) to reflect statutory changes under s. 285.69 in general and 285.69(2e) or (2m) NR 407.15(5)
Clarifications clarify definition of Part 70 to clarify per MACT once-in-always-in that such sources remain Part 

70 sources
407.02(6)
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